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Separable Type Representations of Matrices and Fast Algorithms: Volume 1 Basics. Completion Problems. Multiplication and Inversion Algorithms (Operator Theory: Advances and Applications)Birkhauser, 2013

	This two-volume work presents a systematic theoretical and computational study of several types of generalizations of separable matrices. The main attention is paid to fast algorithms (many of linear complexity) for matrices in semiseparable, quasiseparable, band and companion form. The work is focused on algorithms of multiplication, inversion...
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ActionScript 3.0 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This description refers to the first edition of ActionScript 3.0 Bible. For the greatly revised and updated second edition published in April 2010, search on author Roger Braunstein’s name or for ISBN 0470525231. ActionScript has matured into a full-fledged, object-oriented programming language for creating cutting-edge Web...
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Image Processing: Tensor Transform and Discrete Tomography with MATLAB ®CRC Press, 2012

	
		Focusing on mathematical methods in computer tomography, Image Processing: Tensor Transform and Discrete Tomography with MATLAB® introduces novel approaches to help in solving the problem of image reconstruction on the Cartesian lattice. Specifically, it discusses methods of image processing along...
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Algorithms in Invariant Theory (Texts & Monographs in Symbolic Computation)Springer, 2008

	
		This book is both an easy-to-read textbook for invariant theory and a challenging research monograph that introduces a new approach to the algorithmic side of invariant theory. Students will find the book an easy introduction to this "classical and new" area of mathematics. Researchers in mathematics, symbolic computation,...
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Statistics for Censored Environmental Data Using Minitab and RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		Praise for the First Edition

	
		" . . . an excellent addition to an upper-level undergraduate course on environmental statistics, and . . . a 'must-have' desk reference for environmental practitioners dealing with censored datasets."

		—Vadose Zone Journal

	
		Statistical Methods for...
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Designing Next Generation Web Projects with CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	In Detail

	CSS3 unveils new possibilities for frontend web developers: things that would require JavaScript, such as animation and form validation, or even third party plugins, such as 3D transformations, are now accessible using this technology.

	

	"Designing Next Generation Web Projects with CSS3"...
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iOS Application Security: The Definitive Guide for Hackers and DevelopersNo Starch Press, 2016

	Eliminating security holes in iOS apps is critical for any developer who wants to protect their users from the bad guys. In iOS Application Security, mobile security expert David Thiel reveals common iOS coding mistakes that create serious security problems and shows you how to find and fix them.

	

	After a crash course...
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XML Processing with Perl, Python, and PHPSybex, 2001

	-The only book that focuses on the usage of XML with the most popular scripting languages, including Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby, Rebol, TCL, and Mac OS X's AppleScript.

	-Complete coverage of the core XML processing issues, including the basics of parsing XML documents, converting XML to and from different formats and translating...
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Algorithms and Data Structures for External Memory (Foundations and Trends(r) in Theoretical Computer Science)Now Publishers, 2008

	Data sets in large applications are often too massive to fit completely inside the computer's internal memory. The resulting input/output communication (or I/O) between fast internal memory and slower external memory (such as disks) can be a major performance bottleneck. Algorithms and Data Structures for External Memory surveys the state of...
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ODP.NET Developer's Guide: Oracle Database 10g Development with Visual Studio 2005 and the Oracle Data Provider for .NET: A practical guide for ... Oracle Developer Tools for Visual Studio 2005Packt Publishing, 2007

	This is a practical guide for developers working with the Oracle Data Provider for .NET (ODP.NET) using VB.NET. From introducing ODP.NET and programming with ODP.NET to application development using ODP.NET and on to discussing Oracle Developer Tools for Visual Studio 2005, this book covers the important aspects of ODP.NET. The book is written...
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Exam 70-443 and 70-450 Microsoft SQL Server Database Design and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Welcome to the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for Microsoft SQL

	Server Database Design and Optimization. MOAC represents the collaboration between

	Microsoft Learning and John Wiley & Sons, Inc. publishing company. Microsoft and Wiley

	teamed up to produce a series of textbooks that deliver compelling and...
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Magnetics, Dielectrics, and Wave Propagation with MATLAB® CodesCRC Press, 2010

	
		Because future microwave, magnetic resonance, and wave propagation systems will involve miniature devices, nanosize structures, multifunctional applications, and composites of various types of materials, their development requires distinctly multidisciplinary collaborations. That means specialized approaches will not be sufficient to...
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